"Thanks to deskMate, we were able to make
our software sales process easier, faster and
cheaper. In addition, we now have an ideal
environment for customer acceptance tests.
"

More efficient and professional - with Kivito deskMate
Our customer is one of the leading German manufacturers of business software. Since 1982, the company has been developing and selling industry-neutral, system-tested applications for order processing, financial accounting and payroll.
More than 22,000 customers in the DACH region rely on the experience and products of our customer
and pay more than 1,500,000 wages per month.

Demonstration of native software:
Software distribution has to be lean and efficient. Software demonstrations with potential customers
are indispensable. A "I'll show it to you" on the phone, or in conversation, involves the customer and
is immensely more meaningful than a mere description.
The possibility to grant the customer immediate direct access via browser makes a demonstration not
only faster, but also much less complicated than before. The flow of conversation and substantive
photos are preserved.
Software distribution can also be subject to fluctuations - additional sales campaigns such as trade
fairs and events or even a temporary increase in sales personnel by external agencies.
This increases the demand for available demo installations, which ideally can be flexibly added and
deducted.
Previous solutions are sometimes very complex in application and administration and can not be
flexibly scaled.
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About deskMate:
deskMate is a trademark of Kivito GmbH.
deskMate is based on the trueDaaS technology, a cloud generation software developed in Germany of the newest generation. The technology enables the use of any software - independent of the underlying operating system - on a virtual
desktop. With deskMate, the company also offers desktop-as-a-service (DaaS) "made in Germany" for small and mediumsized companies. The processing of the data takes place exclusively in German data centers with the highest security
standards.
In 2014, the trueDaaS technology was recognized by the Experton Group as a rising star in the cloud desktop sector. In
September 2016, deskMate was confirmed by Forrester Research as one of the world's leading cloud workspace technologies.
More information and a free trial at www.deskmate.cloud
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